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Magnetic Billiards: Blueprint

for iOS trailer

Manchester, UK, 28th February 2011

Veteran game developers John Pickford and Ste Pickford (The Pickford Brothers) today unveiled the 

trailer video for their upcoming iPad and iPhone game "Magnetic Billiards: Blueprint".

The trailer is available now on YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nrjVSnx5_MI

In summer 2008, while trying to decide what their next project would be, John and Ste discovered a 

mysterious bundle of papers hidden in the attic of the family home.

The bundle included a tatty blueprint showing the design for an mysterious electric billiards game, an 

invention of their great-great-grandfather Joseph Pickford.

The brothers knew what their next project had to be!

The Pickford Brothers have created a paper-based trailer for their new game - a deep and insanely 

addictive puzzle game inspired by their ancestor's unlikely invention.

"I've always said that game designers should work out their ideas on paper before developing the 

software," said Ste Pickford, designer and artist, "and we've taken this to its logical conclusion by 

reconstructing the whole game with cardboard, spray mount and a laminator," he continued.

"What, I've got to actually code this now?" said John Pickford, designer and programmer, "and it's got to 

be finished in two weeks you say?"

Magnetic Billiards: Blueprint, the Pickford Brothers' first iOS game, will be launched on the App Store in 

a few weeks time.

ENDS

Links and resources:

• Magnetic Billiards: Blueprint trailer:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nrjVSnx5_MI
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• Magnetic Billiards website (for development blog, previews, FAQ, etc.):

http://www.zee-3.com/magneticbilliards

• Magnetic Billiards Development twitter feed:

http://twitter.com/#!/MagBilliardsDev

• Zee-3 website (for all Zee-3 products, press centre, etc.):

http://www.zee-3.com

• The Pickford Brothers website (for background, history, softography, blogs and archives):

http://www.zee-3.com/pickfordbros

Contact:

Ste Pickford - ste@zee-3.com
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Background information

The Pickford Brothers

The Pickford Brothers are veteran game designers John Pickford and Ste Pickford, who became indie 

developers in 2004.  They now specialise in orginal downloadable video games and work as design 

consultants for several development studios.

Zee-3

Zee-3 is a small independent publisher formed by The Pickford Brothers, specialising in original 

downloadable video games.

John Pickford

John was born in Stockport, near Manchester, UK, in 1967, and became interested in home computers 

aged 13, teaching himself to program in BASIC on a Sinclair ZX81.

John sold his first commercial game, Ghost Town, to Virgin games while still at High School, then left to 

join the newly formed developer Binary Design as their ZX Spectrum programmer in 1986, designing and 

programming home computer games like Glider Rider, Zub, Feud and Amaurote.

Forming Zippo games with his brother in the late 1980s, John helped create NES classics such as Solar 

Jetman and Ironsword for Rare and Nintendo, before selling up and turning the studio into Rare 

Manchester.

John joined Software Creations in the early 1990s, becoming senior Producer and designing SNES classics 

such as Equinox, Plok and Maximum Carnage, before leaving to form the studio Zed Two in 1996, where 

he co-created Wetrix, AquaAqua and Future Tactics. 

Ste Pickford

Ste was born in Stockport, near Manchester, UK, in 1969, and drew the graphics for his first game (Ghosts 

'n' Goblins on the Amstrad CPC) whilst still at High School, aged 15.

Ste became Art Directory at developer Binary Design just a year later, working on dozens of hit home 

computer games including Glider Rider, 180, Zub, and Feud. 

Forming Zippo games with his brother in the late 1980s, Ste helped create NES classics such as Solar 

Jetman and Ironsword for Rare and Nintendo, before selling up and turning the studio into Rare 

Manchester.

Ste joined Software Creations in the early 1990s, becoming Art Director and designing SNES classics such 

as Equinox, Plok and Maximum Carnage, before leaving to form the studio Zed Two in 1996, where he co-

created Wetrix, AquaAqua and Future Tactics. 
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